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Abstract—Extensive research has been conducted to estimate 
and analyze head poses for various applications. Most existing 
methods tend to detect facial features and locate landmarks on a 
face for pose estimation. However, the sensitivity to occlusion of 
some face parts with key features and uncontrolled illumination 
of face images make the facial feature detection vulnerable. In 
this paper, we propose a framework for pose estimation without 
the need of face features or landmarks detection. Specifically, we 
formulate the pose estimation as a linear regression applied to the 
pose space. This method is based on the assumption that pose 
space cannot be linearly approximated in the pose subspace. The 
experimental results strongly support this assumption. In cases 
where the database does not obtain various poses in the 
intraclass, we propose to generate those poses through a 3D 
reconstruction and projection method. The experiment 
conducted on the CMU MultiPIE and IMM Face database has 
shown the effectiveness of the proposed method.  
Keywords—linear regression; pose analysis; human face; 3D 
face 
I.  INTRODUCTION 
Face pose estimation has wide applications in video 
surveillance,  human-computer interaction, computer vision 
and mobile policing etc. Extensive research has been done to 
estimate head poses through detecting facial features and 
locating landmarks on faces [9, 10]. However, due to 
uncertainty of the quality of face images under uncontrolled 
environments, it is still challenging to detect facial features 
and landmarks. This ambiguity in facial feature detection can 
lead to poor performance in pose estimation. 
Various pose estimation methods have proposed in recent 
years including geometric approaches [12, 13], regression-
based method [15, 16] and template-based methods [14] etc. 
Those methods have achieved good results in many cases. 
However, most existing methods suffers from the strong 
requirement for  detecting accurate facial features, especially 
when faces are away from frontal view with very limited 
information for detecting reliable facial features. Unreliable 
facial features can lead to mismatching and pronounced 
estimation errors. 
In this paper, we propose to analyze face pose without the 
need for facial feature detection. The proposed method is based 
on the assumption that pose space cannot be linearly 
approximated in the pose subspace. 
II. POSE RECONSTRUCTION AND ESTIMATION 
Naseem et al. [19] proposed to use Linear Regression 
Classification (LRC) for face recognition. It assumes that face 
samples in the same identity class fall in the linear subspace. 
During the linear regress, the dictionary data formed by 
training samples is highly related with the reconstruction 
result. Thus, the dictionary selection has become critical for 
the final classification performance. The assumption of linear 
subspace is that the test face and training faces of a subject lie 
on the same linear subspace [2, 8]. However, when the 
intraclass contains some face images with severe pose 
variations, the performance of the method declines.   
Chai et al. [4] proposed the Locally Linear Regression 
(LLR) method to tackle the pose problem with the assumption 
of that there is an approximate linear mapping between the 
frontal face and its nonfrontal pose. It deal with the case of 
severe pose variations through sampling the nonfrontal face 
image to obtain many overlapped local patches. Linear 
regression is then applied on those individual local segments 
to represent the corresponding frontal counterpart. However it 
may not fully reconstruct the frontal face from occluded or 
nonfrontal face with missing information.  
The LRC method is based on the concept that patterns from 
the same class lie on a linear subspace [3]. LRC works well 
when there are not severe pose variations in each class 
samples. In many cases, there are only a few training samples 
for an individual class, which is insufficient for a robust 
classification performance using the LRC method.  
Deng et al. developed Extended SRC through intraclass 
variant dictionary [17]. The assumption of the Extended SRC 
method is that the intraclass variations of one subject can be 
approximated by a sparse linear combination of those of other 
subjects. The intraclass variation in that method refers to the 
difference in illumination and expression or occlusion of the 
same subject.  
When various but not evenly sampled face poses appear in 
the same class, since the pose space cannot be approximated 
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by a linear subspace. If there are enough poses in the same 
class, the linear reconstruction can still have a good 
approximation. This suggests some relationship between the 
test image and the pose spaces. To better understand those 
relationships we apply the linear regression method to the pose 
space. We want to test whether there is a linear relationship 
among the poses and how strong the relationship is if there is. 
Those relationships can be used for pose estimation and 
analysis. In this paper, we apply linear regression across 
subject classes to filter the pose of the given face image.  
Given N classes of faces with ic poses in the 
thi class, 
Ni ,...,3,2,1= . Each training sample with size m  x n is 
represented as mxnjI ℜ∈ , Nj ,...,3,2,1= . Each face 
image is transformed into a vector through column 
concatenation represented by 1qxjx ℜ∈  with =q   m  x n . 
The pose specific data matrix pX is generated by stacking all 
those sample image vector with the same pose p across N 
classes, 
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    The test face image can be transformed into the same vector 
representation 1qxy ℜ∈ . Thus, the relationship of data matrix 
pX and y can be expressed as the following: 
    ,ppp zXy += β    icp ,...,2,1=                     (2) 
where 1xNp
iℜ∈β is the vector of regression parameters and 
q
pz ℜ∈ is a residual. If y is in favor of the thp  pose class, 
the residual pz becomes a noise term with a bounded energy 
ε≤
2p
z .  
The parameter vector can be solved using least-square 
estimation if icq > ,  
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This estimated parameter vector pβˆ can then be used to 
reconstruct the predicted pose of the test image, 
               ppp Xy βˆˆ =  
       yXXXXX Tpp
T
pppp
1)(ˆ −== β           (4) 
    The reconstructed pyˆ is the projection of y onto the pose 
space spanned by the thp poses of N classes. Simply, the 
distance between y and the reconstructed pyˆ can be calculated 
as  
                  
2
ˆ pp yyd −= , cp ,...,2,1=                      (5) 
As face images have a poor linearity in pose subspace, the 
close the pose of the test face and the thp poses the smaller the 
distance pd is. Applying the above linear regression to each 
pose vector of the N given classes, we can obtain a set of 
distance values. The pose with minimum distance value is 
supposed to be the closest pose with the test image. 
III. POSE SUBSPACE GENERATION 
The pose space can be thought as a collection of evenly 
sampled local linear subspace. In some cases, we might not 
have all those poses available for each subject in the database. 
Even sometimes only one face pose is obtained. There is a 
practical problem with how to generate different poses from 
the given pose. In this paper, we assume a frontal face is 
obtained and we propose to create the local linear subspace 
through 3D reconstruction and pose projection on image 
space.  
Given a frontal face image, we first obtain 69 facial features 
represented by ds2 using Active Appearance Model (AAM) 
[18]. Since the AAM method is applied to the frontal face 
image, the accuracy of facial landmark detection is better than 
cases with nonfrontal poses.   
We then fit a 3D face model to these features through 2D 
projection and optimization. The fitting is achieved through 
minimizing the error between the obtained features on the 
given image and the projection of 3D landmarks of a set of 
training 3D face models. 
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where M is a projection matrix, which project the 3D face 
shape ds3 formed by landmarks onto 2D space. And ds3 is 
constructed 3D landmark shape through linear regression 
based on the Morphable Model [1] concept. 
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Where s is the mean landmarks shape of a set of 3D training 
face models. And iα is the weighting parameter for each 
training face model represented by its eigenvector 
iv constructed by Principal Component Analysis (PCA).  
Assume the training 3D data subjects to a Gaussian 
distribution. The probability for coefficient iα can be 
calculated as  
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Fig. 1. Example of pose reconstruction from single frontal view image. The left 
column image is the original frontal view face; the second column shows the 
landmarks using AAM tracking; images from column 3 to the right are 
reconstructed poses representing pose 75, pose 45 and pose -45 respectively. 
Where iλ is the eigenvalue of the covariance matrix of the 
training shapes.  
    Through minimizing the above equation, the 3D geometry 
of the given face image can be reconstructed along with the 
projection Matrix M. Through applying the matrix M to the 
full 3D geometry, we can obtain a full 2D face shape in the 
image space. Then the correspondence between the image 
pixels and 3D geometry can be established.  
    To generate the pose space for this given subject, we can 
rotate the reconstructed 3D face model and render it from the 
right view point. Fig. 1 shows an example of pose 
reconstruction from the given frontal view image using IMM 
Face Database [11]. 
IV. EXPERIMENT  
.  
 
Fig. 2. Examples of 13 viewpoints plus 2 additional viewpoints simulating 
typical surveillance camera views. 
 
 
We test the proposed method on the CMU MultiPIE face 
database [2] and IMM Face database. CMU MultiPIE database 
consists of 337 subjects with each subject’s face taken from 13 
viewpoints plus 2 additional viewpoints simulating typical 
surveillance camera views. Fig. 2 shows examples of those 15 
poses.  
The experiment was conducted using various numbers of 
images for each pose. We started with 10 images and 
increased by 10 images in each step. Fig. 3 demonstrates 
reconstructed poses for pose -15 using 15 pose classes 
respectively. It clearly shows that the best approximated result 
has been achieved by using the same pose class indicated by 
the red frame.  
Generally, the errors reduced gradually with the increase of 
images involved in the regression for all test poses. Fig. 4 
shows two examples of using linear regression to approach 15 
poses. We find that there is a strong relationship between the 
test pose and the pose class.   
 
 
  
 Fig. 3. Comparison of reconstructed 15 poses based on the pose space -30 for 
the same identity using 249 images for the regression. Three blocks (left, 
middle and right) demonstrate the test image and the reconstructed pose (left 
and right column in each block). The top row of the middle block with a red 
frame is the example of reconstruction using pose -30. 
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Fig.4. Error curves of two identities. Error The vertical axis is the error between 
the test image and the reconstructed image using 15 pose sequences in the pose 
space. The horizontal axis represents the number of images of the same pose 
category involved in the regression. (a) and (b) show error curves based on 
pose -75 of identity one and two respectively. 
    With more face images involved in the regression in each 
pose space, the error between the test and the reconstructed 
poses becomes smaller to some degree. The decrease speeds 
of the errors are different for different subjects and test poses. 
In general, the errors become more stable after 180 images in 
the pose class.  
    Fig. 5 shows a dissimilarity matrix of the pose analysis. The 
color-coded matrix illustrates how similar the reconstructed 
pose with the test image using a certain class of pose images 
during the regression. The red color represents a higher error 
value while blue color represents the smaller error. The color 
matrix shows that the reconstructed pose has the highest 
similarity with the test pose when approximated by the class 
of pose images with the same pose. In most occasions, the 
color matrix shows a basic trend that the closer of the pose 
between the test pose and the regression pose class, the higher 
similarity of the pair is. This is indicated by those square 
colors in the color matrix. This pattern does not show a strong 
linear relationship among the similarity. For example, the 
colors show that the similarity between pose -45R and 45R is 
higher than that between -45R and -45 or -60. 
    Fig. 6 demonstrates reconstructed errors for 15 poses using 
various images for regression in the pose space -30 in (a) and 
the neutral pose in (b). The figure shows that errors are clearly 
different for different poses. Even though the errors decrease 
with the increasing of the number of regression images, the 
error difference among different poses are consistent. The 
figure clearly shows that the in general the closer the pose 
space is with the test image, the smaller the error is. As can be 
seen from the figure, the bottom curve shows that when the 
test image, -30 for (a) and neutral for (b), has the same pose 
with the regression pose space, the error drops significantly.  
With more image involved in regression, the error become 
smaller for all poses. But the error does not change much from 
200 images onwards. Fig. 7 illustrates some examples 
approximating to 15 poses shown in Fig. 2 with various 
numbers of images in each pose class involved in the 
regression.  
 
Fig. 5. Dissimilarity matrix of the pose analysis. Each color square represents 
the error value between the test pose and the reconstructed pose. Each 
horizontal color row represents a test pose.  Vertical color-coded bars show 
errors of different test poses under the same regression pose class. Those blue 
squares along the anti-diagonal indicate the smallest similarity between the 
reconstructed poses and the probe pose. 
 
                                           (a) 
 
                                          (b) 
Fig. 6. Comparison of approximation errors for pose 15 and the neutral pose 
using 15 pose class respectively. The vertical axis is the error between the test 
image and the reconstructed image using 15 pose sequences in the pose space. 
The horizontal axis represents the number of images of the same pose 
category involved in the regression. (a) and (b) show error curves based on the 
pose -30 and the neutral pose respectively for identity one. 
 
 
 Fig. 7 Comparison of reconstructed 15 poses based on pose space -75 using various numbers of images in each pose class for the regression. Both blocks (left and 
right) show the test image (column 1) and 4 reconstructed poses (from column 2 to column 5) using the number of training images 20,100,150 and 249 
respectively. The test poses for the left block are (from top to bottom) 15,30,45,60,75, 90, 45R and -45R. The test poses for the right block are (from top to 
bottom) -90, -75, -60,-45, -30, -15 and the neutral pose. Row 2 in the right block shows reconstructed pose -75. 
V. CONCLUSION  
In this paper, we have proposed to analyze head poses using 
a linear regression method.  We have found that a face pose 
can be approximated by the same pose class. The closer the 
pose class is with the test pose, the better the approximated 
result is. Thus it indicates that face pose can be estimated 
through linear regression method. The advantage of using 
linear regression for pose estimation is that it avoids exactly 
extracting face features. This particularly can be very useful 
for head pose estimation under uncontrolled environments.  To 
generate the pose space, we have developed a method for 
reconstructing the 3D face shape from a given frontal view 
face images. We have demonstrated the promising result of 
the method.  
In future work, we would improve the regression method 
with less training images and experiment on the relationship 
among different poses. The 3D reconstruction method could 
also be improved to get more accurate virtual poses. 
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